
HEARING OFFICER, CAREER SERVICE BOARD 
CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER, COLORADO 
Appeal No. 55-14 

DECISION AND ORDER 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF: 

ROSEANNA JENKINS, Appellant 

vs. 

DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY, DENVER SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT, 
and the City and County of Denver, a municipal corporation. Agency. 

The hearing In this appeal was held on Dec. 19 and 22. 2014 before Hearing 
Officer Valerie McNaughton. Appellant was present and represented by Dan Foster, Esq. 
and Melanie MacWllliams-Brooks . Esq. Assistant City Attorney Richard Stubbs 
represented the Agency. The Agency called the following witnesses: Appellant 
Roseanna Jenkins. Dijon Nolan, Shannon Elwell, and Ellas Diggins. Appellant called no 
witnesses. 

I. STATEMENT OF THE APPEAL 

Deputy Sheriff Roseanna Jenkins appeals her termination imposed on Sept. 26, 
2014 by the Denver Sheriff's Department (Agency). The parties stipulated to Agency 
Exhibits 1 - 36. Appellant's Exhibits B- E and J1 were also admitted. 

11. ISSUES FOR HEARING 

The issues presented by the appeal are whether the Agency established violations 
of the cited Career SeNice Rules by a preponderance of the evidence. and whether 
termination was within the range of penalties that could be imposed by a reasonable 
administrator for the proven misconduct. 

111. FINDINGS OF FACT 

Appellant Roseanna Jenkins has seNed for ten years as a Deputy Sheriff at the 
Denver County Jail. where her duties are to provide safety and security to inmates in 
Denver correctional facilities. On Sept. 26. 2014. she was terminated based on an 
inc ident on July 21. 2013, and for asserted dishonesty during the internal investigation. 

1 Exh. J was admitted with the exception of the handwntten arrows on J-1 
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1. Events of July 21, 2013 

At about 5 pm on Sunday. July 21 , 2013, Appellant was passing out special diet 
dinner trays. An inmate tier clerk handed her a tray made for inmate A2 and said, "(t)his is 
for nappy head." A asked Appellant, "(w)hat did she say?" Appellant answered, "(t)his is 
for nappy head." (Appellant Direct; Exh. 3; Exh. 31). A laughed, and Appellant gave her 
the tray. Nearby at the time of the exchange were inmates F. G, and A Inmate B was 
not present. While conducting rounds some distance away, Deputy Dijon Nolan, who is 
African American, overheard only Appellant's remark and was shocked. When A went 
to get her juice. she noticed that Appellant was looking tan. A remarked, "(y)ou are 
darker than me. You could be black." Appellant replied, "(b)lack is wack." (Exh. 3-8). 
They both laughed. Appellant and A like each other and have a positive relationship. 
(Exh. F-4. F-5; Appellant, 9:50 am.) 

When Nolan returned from her rounds. one of the inmates told her that Appellant 
had said "black is wack". Appellant went to the officer's station. where she and Deputies 
Polak and Nolan began discussing the tension in the dorm. Nolan asked Appellant if she 
had said "black is wack" and called someone a nappy head. Appellant did not deny it 
and apologized to Nolan. stating that she did not mean it to be offensive. She explained 
that she and the inmates "play like that." Polak said, "(y)ou don't know how that 
comment made (Nolan) feel." Appellant responded, "(w)ow. I just want to apologize to 
you. I didn't mean anything. Wack is good." Nolan reminded Appellant that Whitney 
Houston had said. "(c)rack is wack''. meaning "bad". (Exh. 2-19.) Appellant apologized 
again. Soon after that, A approached Appellant and told her some of the inmates were 
offended by her statements. but that she (A) was not offended. 

Appellant and Polak decided to go into the dorm so Appellant could apologize to 
the inmates. The officers had noticed racial tension in the dorm for lhe past week.3 

Appellant told the inmates that she apologized if any comments she had made earlier 
had offended them. and invited them to come see her if they needed to talk about it. 
Most of the inmates responded with applause. but some believed her apology was 
insincere. Tension among the inmates continued. 

A few minutes before 9 pm. Captain Nina Sich came down to make her rounds 
while the nurse was distributing medications to inmates through a slot in the dorm's 
entryway. Appellant was assisting with the med pass. and asked Polak to take over for 
her so she could speak with the Captain. Appellant told Sich that she believed the dorm 
was upset with her because of something she shouldn't have said. She stated that she 
said "black is wack" to A as a joke, and didn't mean it to be a racial slur. Sich did not 
consider the remark to be racially offensive. (Exh. G-5.) Appellant told Sich that she had 
apologized to the dorm. Sich counseled her that getting a long with inmates helps foster 
respect, but that she should not cross the line by treating them as friends. (Exh. C-1.) Sich 

1 Letters are substituted for inmate names to protect their privacy. 

1 One witness attributed the tension to the Florido acquittal o f George Zimmerman the previous 
week for the shooting cJeath of African American youth Troyvon Martin, a story that received 
national attention. (Exh.3-2 ) 



spoke to A before she lett the building. A told her she was not offended by the remark 
because they were joking with one another, and the inmates applauded Appellant for 
her apology. (Exh. C-1.) 

Inmate 8 returned to the dorm from phone duty at 9 pm. and heard from other 
inmates about Appellant's remarks. Atter Appellant went back to help the nurse. inmate 
B asked her for a grievance form. intending to complain about Appellant. B did not 
inform Appellant that she was the subject of her intended grievance. Appellant stated 
she could not give her one. Appellant was behind the dorm's entryway with the nurse, 
and testified at hearing that she could not leave that post to obtain a grievance form. B 
then approached Sich and demanded to speak with her. Sich demurred, stating that 
there were two deputies and a sergeant present. B insisted. and Sich again refused. B 
became very upset. and yelled. "(t)hose fucking white officers!" Other inmates joined in 
with similar comments. No inmates were disciplined for their conduct on that evening. 
(Elwell, 3:39 pm.) 

In the meantime, the dorm became so loud that Polak ordered the inmates to 
quiet down and get on their bunks. Inmate C was already upset with Polak for searching 
her bunk for a missing pair of glosses o few days before this, and called Polak a "fucking 
racist." Polak pulled C out of the dorm. Captain Sich and Sergeant Tracy Moore were 
called down to defuse the situation with that inmate. Moore and Polak spoke with C and 
explained that her bunk was searched only to prove to three other inmates that she did 
not have the glasses. Once she understood. C apologized to Polak for calling her a 
racist, and C was allowed to return to the dorm. 

While C was talking to Sgt. Moore, Polak watched as another inmate D retrieved o 
book from the bookshelf. D noticed Polak looking at her, and "threw her hands in the air, 
appearing to front me (body language to tell me to come in and she will fight me.)" 
Polak called Moore to assist, and pulled D from the dorm. One of the inmates asked, 
"(w)hy are you pulling out the blacks?" Polak responded. "it's not a black thing." As they 
were transporting D. she called Polak a bitch twice. D was secured in the holding tank 
for showing disrespect. (Exh. G-3.) Later. Sgt. Moore mediated the discussion between D 
and Polak. D apologized. and they an decided there had been a misunderstanding 
fueled by tension in the dorm. (Exh. G-2.) 

Another inmate, E. then asked to speak to Polak. E told Polak that the inmates 
considered her response "it's not a black thing" to be racist, and they were upset about it. 
E said C should have been given the chance to explain. just as Appellant had been 

given when she apologized to the dorm. Polak explained that she pulled C and D out of 
the dorm because they were being disrespectful. (Exh. G-4.) While they were talking, 
inmate B came up and loudly demanded to speak to Internal Affairs. B then turned 
away just as abruptly and continued to noisily talk to other inmates. (Exh. G-4.) 

The atmosphere continued to be tense and angry. At about midnight. Moore and 
Appellant went back into the dorm to speak to the inmates. The inmates told the officers 
that they believed the deputies are unprofessional and do not acknowledge them as 
human beings. "We spoke at length about authority, mutual respect. making mistakes, 
and forgiving one another.' (Exh. G-2.) Moore told the inmates that Appellant is a good 
deputy who hod never mode comments like that before. Appellant apologized again. 
stating. 'it's not who I om. I am not a racist. My best friend is black and I've dated a 
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block man before." Inmate F said that she ''was more upset with Officer Polak always 
throwing in extra comments", and acknowledged that Appellant had apologized for her 
statements. F added in her written statement that inmate C is a "knife-twister" who likes to 
"stir the pot", and B "is a vengeful person ... 8 Dorm is over it now that (C and B) were 
moved out." (Exh. 3-7 .) By the end of that meeting, the inmates were tired and quieter. 
They were sent to their bunks and the lights were turned out for the night. 

At some point that evening, staff noticed that the HBO count was out of 
proportion in that black inmates outnumbered those of other races. HBO stands for 
Hispanic/Black/Other, and the count is used to ensure that each dorm is integrated by 
race. The next day, the classification team arranged for a prisoner transfer to balance 
the HBO count. (Exhs. 3-3, E-1; Nolan, 11: 11 am.) 

Before Appellant ended her shift at 2 am. she stopped by Sich's office and 
thanked her for talking with her earlier that evening. Slch told her that although her 
behavior was unprofessional. she didn't think her intent was malicious and she was not 
going to make a performance note about it. (Exh. C-2.) Appellant asked her if she 
should write a report. Sich replied that it was good that she had apologized, but that 
there was no need to write a report because there was no fight and no use of force 
response by a deputy. (Appellant, 9:51 am; Exh. C-2.) 

Appellant informed her relief shift that there was racial tension in the dorm, and 
that Sich and Moore had been called down to deal with it. Polak informed Appellant 
that she would write up full details of the evening for the incoming shift's information in the 
log book. since both were involved in the racial tension. (Appellant. 9:54 am.) Nolan did 
not include the incident in her log book. (Nolan. 11: 15 om.) 

2. Inmate B's Service Complainl 

Inmate 8 filed a seNice complaint whlch alleged that 1) Division Chief had not 
responded to her prior grievances, 2) Sich or Moore made the comment "nappy headed 
niggers", and 3) Deputies Polak and Appellant were colling her names. (Exh. H-1; Diggins, 
9:07 am.) Sich called Appellant and instructed her to write a report about the incident. 
Appellant was unable to submit her report until August 8, 2013 because her name had 
not been added to the list of those authorized to add to the incident number until that 
date. (Exh. 18.) 

The Conduct Review Office was assigned the task o f investigating inmate B's 
service complaint. Capt. Casoria and Sgt. Rodnguez interviewed inmates A 8. F. and G 
regarding B's service complaint, and issued their summary of those interviews. (Exh. 3.) 
The Conduct Review Office issued its report and recommendation on July 24, 2013 after 
reviewing the documents, written statements of inmates and officers, and recorded 
interviews. (Exh. H.) 

The first two specifications were deemed to be unfounded in fact. As to the th rd 
specification, the nvestigation found that Appellant repeated the phrase "nappy head" 
that had been made by the tier clerk, and that A was not offended and did not consider 
it racist. Polak and Nolan spoke to Appellant about the comments, and Appellant 



apologized to the dorm. It was also found that Polak made the comment. "it's not a 
black thing" in response to an inmate question, and she acknowledged that she "should 
have said something else." (Exh. H-2.) 

The CRO sustained the third specification as disobedience of a rule under RR 
300.19; specifically, failure to comply with Departmental Order 2440. 1 N (making 
inappropriate comments to inmates). It found that Appellant had repeated the phrase 
"nappy head" made by an inmate, and had said "black is wack" in a rapping, rhyming 
fashion, unaware that the term could be interpreted as negative. The CRO 
recommended a Conduct Category C and Discipline Level 3 under the matrix. It further 
found that Appellant's lack of relevant prior discipline required no aggravation of the 
presumptive penalty. Finally, the CRO found three mitigating factors: l) Appellant 
intended the remark as a joke, 2) the inmate addressed was not offended, and 3) 
Appellant took the initiative to apologize to the dorm once she learned that others who 
had heard the remark were offended. The commander recommended imposition of a 
written reprimand. Chief Diggins deferred to that recommendation, and noted that he 
would address his expectations about the contents of reports with Captain Sich. (Exh. H-
6.) 

Two days after the CRO report was issued, Nolan spoke to Sgt. Rodriguez about 
the incident. Rodriguez told her to ten Captain Casoria about it. This bothered Nolan, 
because she anticipated she would have to continue to make reports up the chain of 
command. Nolan instead met for a few minutes with Chief Elias Diggins. She told him 
that she overheard Appellant address an African American inmate as "nappy head." 
Nolan testified that Diggins did not react as if surprised. and seemed to already know 
about what had occurred that evening. (Nolan, 11 :21 am.) Nolan was unaware until the 
date of this hearing that Appellant was repeating the words of a tier clerk at the request 
of inmate A (Nolan. 11 :01 am.) Chief Diggins decided to suspend the service complaint 
and begin a formal Internal Affairs investigation into the incident based on "additional 
comments that may have been made" by Appellant. (Exh. B-1.) The written reprimand 
recommended by the CRO was never issued. and the matter proceeded to an Internal 
Affairs investigation. 

3. Pre-disciplinary letter 

The Internal Affairs investigation of this incident included ten additional audio o r 
video interviews and consumed a full year. On Aug. 22.2014. Appellant was served with 
a 27-page pre-disciplinary letter, which summarized these interviews and other 
information. The letter indicated that those witnesses differed in their observations and 
perceptions of the events of July 21~1• It stated that according to inmate F, inmate A said. 
"all right, white lady" to Appellant, and Appellant replied. "proud of it." IAB did not 
interview inmate F. (Exh. 3.) Also included were the other incidents related to Polak and 
her involvement in the racial tension of the even·ng. Appellant was ·nstructed that she 
would have an opportunity to "correct any errors• in the lengthy pre-disc plinary letter and 
present her side of the story. (Exh. 1-26.) 

It ,s unclear whether the Agency was asserting the facts a leged in the witness 
summaries against Appeltant. The letter related interviews that alleged three actions by 
Appellant related to the racial comments: that she had repeated an inmate's comment 
"nappy head". and that she had said "black s woc k' and "proud of it". As to the 
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allegation of dishonesty. the pre-disciplinary letter summarized Appellant's Internal Affairs 
interview in four pages. (Exh. 1-7 to 1-10.) The letter did not indicate what statements 
during her IAB interview were considered to be dishonest. 

4. Pre-disciplinary meeting 

At the pre-disciplinary meeting held on Sept. 11. 2014, Appellant was asked to 
clarify whether she had spoken to any of the deputies about her comments that evening. 
Appellant replied that Nolan spoke to her after she overheard Nolan and an inmate 
talking about her comments. Sheriff Diggins asked her if she replied "proud of it" after TM 
said, "all right. white lady." Appellant stated she never said "proud of it'' or anything like 
that. Diggins also asked if she had stated in her apology that she had a black best friend 
and had dated a black guy before. Appellant replied that she had said that using 
different words. He inquired if she was not aware that "nappy head" was offensive to 
African Americans. Appellant stated no one had used slang words like that to her. (Exh. 
2-8.) 

The Manager of Safety's Executive Director and Civilian Review Administrator 
Shannon Elwell reviewed the Internal Affairs investigation and issued a 30-page 
document with her findings of fact and determinations of discipline. That document was 
attached to the termination letter issued on Sept. 26. 2014. The findings of fact section of 
the disciplinary letter is nearly identical to the 19 pages of the pre-disciplinary letter which 
summarized the witness interviews. (Exhs. 1-7 to 1-25; 2-10 to 2-29.) Ms. Elwell found that 
racial tensions were high in the County Jail on July 21. due to both the acquittal of 
George Zimmerman the previous week and the higher percentage of African American 
inmates in Dorm B. She found that Appellant said, "hey. nappy head. (inmate A). come 
and get your tray", and said "black is wack" in response to a comment about her ton. 
Elwell further found that Appellant stated "proud of it'' when A said, "all right. white lady." 
Elwell found that Nolan later confronted Appellant about the first two comments. and 
Appellant apologized to her. Appellant apologized to the entire dorm twice during that 
evening. The decision-maker found that her second apology was racially insensitive by 
mentioning that she has a black best friend and had doted a black man. Elwell found 
that Appellant foiled to note the incident in the log book, and did not write a report 
about the incident until two weeks later. Captain Sich informed Appellant that she did 
not need to write a report. (Exh. 2-32.) Elwell noted that Rodriguez's experience with 
Appellant is that she "will only divulge a portion of what she did in the hope of not getting 
in trouble. and will come forward with more information in the hope that people will see 
she's not trying to hide anything." (Exh. 2-33.) Elwell concluded that Appellant's 
comments were "discourteous, offensive. racist and unprofessional." as well as 
inconsistent with the Agency's values. Finally, Elwell determined that Appellant's 
statement that she believed the word "wack" meant good was wholly incredible. (Exhs. 
2-29 to 2-34.) 

Elwell analyzed the rule violations in four categories: a) m sleading or inaccurate 
statements, b) commission of deceptive acts, c) conduct prejudicial to the Agency, and 
d) discrimination. (Exh. 2-34 to 2-39.) 
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a) Misleading statements 

In support of her findings on the rules related to this allegation, Elwell found that 
Appellant never informed Sgt. Moore or Capt. Sich about her use of the phrase "nappy 
head", and did not disclose the entire exchange with A until after the investigation was 
begun. Appellant's failure to add a log book entry was found to be an omission of 
material information. Appellant did o verbal rather than a detailed written report to the 
incoming shift, in which she stated that there was racial tension in the dorm, without a full 
statement of the comments and interactions. Elwell found that Appellant knowingly 
made racial comments, and continued to maintain an "implausible explanation" that she 
did not know "wack" meant bod. While misleading statements may be a Category D or 
E under the Agency's disciplinary matrix, Elwell found they were a Category E because 
they were a "serious abuse or misuse of authority, unethical behavior. (and) on act that 
resulted) in an actual serious and adverse impact on" employees. public safety and the 
Agency. Elwell found the mitigating factors were present in that Appellant had good 
performance ratings and no prior significant discipline. she found those factors were 
insufficient to outweigh the seriousness of the misconduct in light of Appellant's failure to 
take responsibility. (Exh. 2-34 to 2-35.) 

b) Commission of a deceptive act 

It was determined by the Agency that Appellant intentionally departed from the 
truth by making a false report and intentionally omitting information from her report. 

Elwell found six statements mode by Appellant to be intentionally deceptive. First, 
Appellant told IAB that she didn't know if any deputies heard her "nappy head" 
comment. Second. she stated at IAB that no deputies approached her and said they 
were offended. Third. at her pre-disciplinary meeting she said she sought out Nolan to 
ask about her comments. Fourth, Appellant maintained that she hod just repeated the 
"nappy head" comment. Fifth. Appellant denied she said anything like "proud of it" in 
response to an inmate comment "all right, white lady". Finally, Elwell found that 
Appellant's continued insistence that she did not know the word "wack" had a negative 
connotation was deliberately dishonest. The false statements were found to be a 
Category F violation with a presumptive penalty of dismissal, and a mitigated penalty of 
a 90-day suspension. While mitigating factors were noted. they were not applied for the 
same reasons indicated above regarding misleading statements. (Exh. 2-35 to 2-37.) 

Elwell testified that she does not credit Appellant's honesty. in part because of a 
statement by Rodriguez that was revealed in Capt. Sich's IAB inteNiew. Sich stated that 
Rodriguez told her Appellant "is the type of person who will only tell a small bit of 
information of what she did in the hope of not getting in trouble." (Exh. 2-22.) Rodriguez 
told IAB that she does not recall saying that, and told Sich Jenkins "will start the story and 
then she'll stop. And then she'll tell you more and stop. But that's just from past 
experience with other incidents." (Exh. 26 at 26:00) This more direct version of what was 
said does not imply that Appellant's conversational starts and stops arise from an 
intention to be dishonest. Neither Rodriguez nor Sich testified in support of this finding. I 
draw no conclusions about Appellant's reputation for honesty on the basis of this double 
hearsay conclusion from the disciplinary letter. 
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c) Conduct prejudicial 

As a port of her analysis of this type of conduct. Elwell found that Appellant made 
racist comments that created a "riot-like atmosphere" that caused an extremely unsafe 
environment. consumed the attention of five employees over two days, and led to on 
inmate plan to assault the next Caucasian deputy they saw. She concluded that 
Appellant's conduct could hove triggered legal and financial liability. Elwell determined 
that Appellant's behavior was a violation of low, rule and policy in that it was a "willful 
and wanton disregard of deportment guiding principles demonstrating serious lack of 
integrity, ethics and character reflecting on her fitness to hold her position." (Exh. 2-38.) 
While conduct prejudicial can be classified as anywhere from a Category A to F, Elwell 
found that the nature of Appellant's conduct placed it in Category F. the most serious 
level. She rejected mitigation for the some reasons as applied in the prior two types of 
conduct. 

d) Discrimination 

The analysis of this last type of conduct considered the effect of the three remarks 
found to be mode by Appellant. Elwell found that Appellant hod initiated the racial 
atmosphere by saying. "Hey nappy head. Holliday. come get your tray." Next she found 
that Appellant said "block is week" to on African American inmate. knowing "wack" 
meant something negative. Third, Appellant said "proud of it" when she was addressed 
OS "white lady". 

Elwell characterized the above comments as racist. offensive, and inconsistent 
with the values of the Agency. She found that the comments subjected inmates to racial 
indignities, and thereby failed to maintain a satisfactory working relationship with inmates 
und fellow depulies. Elwell aguin delerrnined tl"lot lhe seriousness of Appellant's racial 
comments rendered her conduct a violation of law, rule and policy and a willful and 
wanton disregard of department guiding principles, which demonstrated serious lack of 
integrity, ethics and character reflecting on her fitness to hold her position. (Exh. 2-39.) 
While violations of the rules against discrimination, harassment and cruel and unusual 
treatment of prisoners may be anywhere from Categories D through F, Elwell found that 
the nature of Appellant's conduct placed it in Category F, the most serious level. For the 
some reasons indicated above, she rejected application of the mitigated penalty of a 
90-doy suspension. 

IV. ANALYSIS 

The Agency bears the burden to prove that the facts as found in the disciplinary 
letter occurred. that the conduct violated the asserted rules. and that the penalty of 
termination was within the appropriate range of penalties that could be imposed by a 
reasonable administrator. In re Diaz. CSA 13-06, 4 (5/31 /06). citing Turner v. 
Rossmiller, 532 P.2d 751 (Colo. App. 1975). In this appeal. the facts supporting the 
discipline are in two main categories: that Appellant made racist comments to inmates. 
and that she was dishonest during her IAB nterview. All rule violations stem from those 
findings. 
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1. Racially offensive statements 

At hearing, the Agency's decision-maker stated that she believed Appellant said, 
'Hey nappy head. Holliday, come get your tray," and that she was not repeating the 
words of inmate G. The evidence showed that the actual exchange was as follows: 
inmate G, the tier clerk who assisted Appellant with dinner service, handed Appellant a 
troy and jokingly said, "this is for nappy head'. Inmate A asked Appellant, "what did she 
say?" Appellant replied, "this is for nappy head." Both inmate A and Appellant laughed. 

The only evidence supporting the Agency's finding is that of Officer Nolan, who 
overheard only Appellant's statement. and was therefore unaware that Appellant was 
merely repeating the phrase used by inmate G at the request of inmate A. At the time, 
Nolan was a distance away and "dealing with other stuff." She did not observe inmate 
A's reaction or any other details of the exchange. (Nolan, 11 :59 am.) All other 
contemporaneous accounts are consistent: Appellant did not originate the comment. 
(Exh. 3-7, 3-9, 3-11, G-7.) 

Next. Elwell found that Appellant said "black is wack", knowing the word wack 
meant bad. with the intention of humiliating African American inmate A. Elwell 
supported this finding by Appellant's admission that she was aware of Whitney Houston's 
well-publicized comment. "crack is wack". The evidence indicated that Officer Nolan 
reminded Appellant of the ""crack is wack" comment after Appellant told her she 
believed "wack is good," some time after the comment was made. After that 
conversation, Appellant conceded to IA and at hearing that she could think of no 
examples where wack is used to mean something good. She offered that sometimes 
words change their meanings. She said wack because it rhymed with black, and meant 
to say that black is cool. (Exh. 19; Appellant. 9:50 am.) As soon as she was told that was 
not how those who heard it interpreted the remark. she apologized to Nolan and to the 
dorm as a whole. Appellant never denied making the statement. She self-reported it to 
Capt. Sich at 8:50 pm. Sich too did not believe the word wack was negative or a racial 
slur. (Exh. G-5.) 

When first interviewed about the matter, Nolan stated that she was not offended 
by Appellant's statements because she believed Appellant did not know the meaning of 
the words she used. (Exh. 26.) After being repeatedly required to relive the experience 
during the lengthy ·nvestigation, Nolan testified that "looking back" on the incident, she 
believes she was offended by it. (Nolan, 10:53 am.) 

Both of the above allegations were investigated by the Conduct Review Office. 
which interviewed the officers and inmates involved in the incident. It found that 
Appellant repeated the phrase "nappy head". It also found that she said "black is wack 
... in a rapping. rhyming fashion," unaware that others could see the word as negative. 
Appellant apologfzed as soon as she learned it was negative and offensive. Two inmates 
who were present and gave interviews stated they did not believe Appellant intended to 
be offensive. (Exh. F-2, F-4.) The CRO recommended a written reprimand for making 
inappropriate comments to inmates. (Exh. H.) 

Appellant understood that the phrase "nappy head" refers in a negative manner 
to Afr can American hair that is messy. (Appellant, 9:50 am.) Appellant's repetition of the 
phrase was thoughtless and inconsiderate of the effect it would hove on those who 
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heard it. I find that Appellant used the phrase "black is wack" in a misguided effort to be 
funny, heedless of how the word "wack" is generally interpreted. Appellant's demeanor 
during that conversation and her immediate apologies to Nolan and the dorm are 
indications that her use of the word was not intended as a racial insult. Appellant 
completed a cultural awareness course on Aug. 22, 2014 in an effort ''to learn from (her) 
mistakes". (Exh. I; Appellant, 10:23 am.); See Hyche v. USPS, 42 MSPR 344, 346 (1989) 
(holding that the context, frequency and intent of racially disparaging remarks must be 
considered in determining appropriate discipline). 

Finally as to this issue, Elwell found that Appellant stated "proud of if' when 
addressed as "white lady". The only evidence of that allegation is the summary of an 
interview with inmate F, who was present at the dinner line on July 21 st. (Exh. 3-6.) 
However, the officer who took notes during F's interview did not recall that F made that 
statement. (Exh. 26. 24:00.) The three other eyewitnesses at the dinner line never 
mentioned this exchange, and Appellant denied making that or any similar statement. 
(Nolan, 10:31 am: Appellant, 9:49 om; Exh. F.) There was no evidence presented at 
hearing to support this finding. I find therefore that Appellant did not make that 
statement. 

a) Departmental Rules related to racial comments 

The Agency alleged that Appellant's racial comments violated a number of rules. 
It first charged a violation of its EEO policy, which prohibits "verbal conduct such as 
epithets, derogatory comments, slurs ... or comments''. (Exh. 2-2.) The Agency also 
charged her with disobedience of Departmental Order 2440.1 N, which likewise bans 
"racial epithets, derogatory comments, slurs (and) jokes." Appellant does not dispute that 
she repeated the phrase "nappy head" and stated "black is wock". comments that were 
considered by others to be racially offensive and derogatory. The Agency therefore 
established that this conduct violated its EEO policy, RR-300-19 .1, DO 2440.1 N, and RR-
300.21 .1, all of which prohibit the making of racially derogatory comments. 

In addition, the Agency alleges that this conduct constituted discriminatory 
treatment of prisoners, in violation of RR-400.2. That rule specifically describes the 
extension of favors, liberties or privileges to prisoners based on their race or other 
protected status. The Agency presented no evidence that Appellant treated any inmate 
differently based on race. 

The Agency contends the racial comments constituted cruel and unusual 
treatment of prisoners under RR-400.4.1 . There is no evidence that Appellant attempted 
or intended to impose humiliation, indignities or cruelty on any inmate. The evidence 
indicates that Appellant made the comments in a humorous context, without any intent 
to wound a prisoner with whom she enjoyed a pleasant relationship. The finding that 
Appellant should have known the meaning of the word wack is too slim a reed on which 
to support a conclusion that Appellant intended to humi iate and degrade the inmate. 
The meaning of the words used in this rule would be altered beyond recognition if it is 
interpreted to require no evidence of either intent or serious consequences on on 
nmate. 
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b) Career Service Rules related to racial comments 

The Agency decision-maker found that Appellant neglected her duty to provide 
for the care and custody of inmates by her racially charged comments. Elwell 
determined that Appellant's statements created a riot-like atmosphere. caused a 
needless use of resources. and may have exposed the city to financial and legal liability. 

Appellant's apology for her remarks to inmate A spread knowledge about those 
remarks throughout the dorm. Inmates openly discussed whether they were being 
treated with respect by deputies. or were being singled out because of their race. 
Deputy Polak's unfortunate response. "it's not a black thing". led to a cycle of verbal 
actlng out. inmate discipline. and angry inmate reactions to the discipline. The dorm was 
on edge until Sgt. Moore facilitated a midnight. dorm-wide discussion about authority. 
respect and forgiveness. and Appellant apologized for the second time. 

As a deputy, Appellant has a duty to conduct herself in a manner that will provlde 
inmates with a safe environment during their confinement. Her thoughtlessness in 
repeating an insulting term for African American hair caused tension within the dorm. 
which at the time had a high percentage of African Americans. In saying "black is 
wack", Appellant used a word she was unsure of to describe African Americans. and 
inmates who heard of the remark felt insulted and disrespected. Appellant's unthinking 
effort to be humorous and casual caused real but temporary damage to her ability to 
provide for the inmates under her core. in violation of this rule. Appellant mitigated this 
damage by her prompt apologies. which were accepted by most of the inmates. While 
I do not find that Appellant created a riot-like atmosphere or risked city liability by her 
conduct. I find that the evidence supports a violation of § 16-60 A on lesser grounds. 

It is also alleged that Appellant foiled to maintain satisfactory relationships. in 
violation of CSR § 16·60 0. The evidence indicates that Appellant's relationship with 
inmate A was not harmed. (Exh. F-3.) Deputy Nolan testified that she has been able to 
work satisfactorily with Appellant since the incident. (Exh. 31 at 46:00.) I find that the 
Agency failed to present evidence to support this rule violation. 

The Agency also argued that the racial comments violated CSR 16-60 R. which 
likewise prohibits "verbal conduct such as epithets. derogatory comments, slurs ... or 
comments." For the reasons stated above. l find that the Agency did establish a violation 
of that rule. Finally, Appellant violated CSR § 16-60 L by the same conduct violating DO 
2440. lN and RR-300.21.1. 

2. Misleading statements 

Departmental rule RR-200.4. l prohibits deputies from knowingly making "a 
misleading or inaccurate statement related to their official duties." Director Elwell 
found that Appellant misled the Agency by not revealing all of the details of the 
·ncident on the night in question. and failing to record it in the log book used to apprise 
the next shift of the current state of the dorm. 

The evidence showed that Appellant publicly apologized to the inmates in the 
dorm twice that evening, at about 9 pm accompanied by Deputy Polak. and at 
midnight with Sgt. Moore. Before the first apology. Appellant apologized to Deputy 
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Nolan, and reported her comment "black is wack" to Capt. Sich. Appellant explained 
that she did not think of apologizing for saying "nappy head" because she had just 
repeated the comment of another. (Appellant, 9:51 am.) Appellant did not say she 
was proud of being white, and so she cannot be disciplined for a failure to report a 
remark she did not make. 

As to the lack of a written report or entry into the log book, it is undisputed that 
Appellant's supervisor Capt. Sich informed her that no report was needed. When Sich 
changed her instruction a few days later based on orders from above, Appellant was 
unable to odd to the incident report for two weeks because her name had not been 
added to the report. At the end of her shift, Appellant was told by Polak that she would 
log the incident in the log book. Appellant therefore confined herself to a verbal report 
that there was racial tension in the dorm, and that Moore and Sich had been called 
down to address it. Nolan testified that she too did not detail the incident in the log 
book. Based on this evidence, it is clear that Appellant made no effort to conceal her 
actions. 

Elwell also testified that she found Appellant deceptive in stating that "she didn't 
know if she had made those comments". (Elwell, 1 :33 pm.) The only comment 
Appellant denied was that she had said "proud of it." I have found that Appellant did 
not make that statement, and therefore Appellant d id not violate this rule in denying 
that occurred. 

Finally as to this rule, Elwell found that Appellant was deceptive in not revealing 
she had spoken to Nolan about the comments, showing that Appellant intended to 
conceal her actions from the Agency. Appellant at first stated that none of the 
deputies had talked to her about her comments, but amended that response a few 
questions later by stating, "Nobody approached me. The only person I talked to was 
Officer Polak. I told her I felt bad about it after Holliday said people had taken offense, 
and I tol.d her that I should go apologize. (Exh. 19, 16:00 to 17:00.) At hearing, she 
explained that while Nolan did not approach her, she approached Nolan, and they 
did speak about her earlier comments. (Appellant, 10:24 om.) Appellant added that 
her memory was affected by her nerves at the IAB interview, and that she hod been 
instructed by her attorneys to answer only the question asked during the interview. 

I find that Appellant knowingly answered the question in a manner that 
concealed her conversation with Nolan, but did so "without premeditation or without 
any intent to influence the outcome of an ·nvestigation." (Exh. 36, DSD Discipline 
Handbook, App. C, p .2.) Given the importance of complete and truthful answers 
during investigations to the fairness of the disciplinary process, that omission constituted 
a vio ation of RR 200.4.1 . For the same reasons, Appellant violated CSR§ 16-60 L by the 
same conduct that violated RR-200.4.1. 

3. Deceptive acts 

The Agency also a leged that Appellant violated DSD RR-200.4.2, which proh bits 
willful, intentional or knowing commission of a materially deceptive act. In addition to 
the findings used to support RR-200.4.1, Elwell determined that Appellant's explanation 
of her intent in making her comments was intentionally dishonest. "When viewed 
together in totality, (her statements) were utterly inc,edible when viewed with everyone 



else's statements and comments, and also when viewed with the universe of comments 
that Deputy Jenkins had made." (Elwell, 1 :40.) 

If it had occurred, responding "proud of it" to being called "white lady" would 
have been obviously racial and inflammatory. When that finding is removed, we are 
left with two comments: Appellant's repetition of the phrase "nappy head", and her 
statement "black is wack." At least one other employee did not view the latter 
statement as negative. (Exh. G-5.) The evidence did not show that Appellant 
stubbornly maintained that "wack" is a positive word throughout these proceedings. 
After being informed that evening that inmates were offended by it, and reminded of 
Whitney Houston's use of the word to describe the drug crack, Appellant admitted that 
she should not have used the word. She has been consistent in stating that she did not 
use the word knowing it was a negative, but chose it on the spur of the moment 
because it rhymed with black and she thought it meant "cool". Her actions thereafter 
were consistent with her testimony: she apologized several times, reported her statement 
to her supeNisor, and obtained cultural awareness training. Appellant also 
acknowledged her actions in her OIC report. IAB inteNiew and in her hearing testimony. 
Such conduct does not demonstrate a denial of misconduct or a failure to take 
responsibility for her actions. 

Elwell found that Appellant's explanation that the word may have changed 
meaning was wholly incredible. On the contrary, inverted meanings are not 
uncommon in the slang context.4 The totality of the circumstances included 
Appellant's friendly relationship with inmate A, the fact that A reacted by laughing 
rather than taking offense, and her subsequent apologies. All are persuasive that she 
used the term in ignorance, and later sincerely regretted the effect it had on others. 
Thus. reasonable minds may differ on whether Appellant was being dishonest in 
denying she knew wack meant bad. 

It is significant that the Conduct Review Office reviewed the same facts, and 
concluded that "Jenkins was unaware the term (wack) could be interpreted by others 
as a negative comment." (Exh. H-4.) This Agency decision-maker did not reference this 
prior finding in making her determination on this issue. Thus. the Agency failed to 
"carefully consider the recommendations and opinions of others ... with regard to the 
same case". as required by the Agency's Discipline Handbook. (Exh. 36. p . 13.) 

The d isciplinary letter alleges that Appellant's conduct violated CSR § 16-60 E, 
which prohibits dishonesty including lying to superiors and falsifying work records. The 
decision-maker found that Appellant violated this rule based upon her denials and 
omissions during the IAB interview. As found above, Appellant's denial that she had 
spoken to Nolan about her comments was a knowing misstatement mode without 
intent to affect the outcome of the investigation. It was partially corrected later in the 
interview. Appellant explained at hearing that she interpreted the question narrowly 
on her attorney's advice. and that her memory was affected by her nerves on the day 
of her interview. The Agency did not rebut this evidence with any proof showing her 
omission of the incident was intended to be deceptive. Further. there is no evidence 

1 Examples include 's ck". "bad". and "dope". which may now mean great or good. 
www.merriom-webster.com/dictionory/sick; www merriom-webster.com/dictionary/bad; 
www.merriom webster .corn/die tionary/dope. 
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that the Agency was unaware of the conversation between Appellant and Nolan, and 
so it does not appear Appellant had any motive to dissemble about that fact. The CRO 
had already noted the occurrence of this conversation in its September, 2013 report. 
(Exh. H-2.) I find based on this evidence that Appellant did not intentionally commit an 
act of dishonesty under this rule. 

The Agency alleged two final Career Service Rule violations: CSR § 16-60 Y, 
which is a catch-all rule applied if the conduct is improper but does not fall under any 
other more specific rule, and CSR § 16-60 Z, conduct prejudicial to the Agency or city. 
As I have found that the Agency has established specific rule violations, I find 16-60 Y 
inapplicable. As to conduct prejudicial, I find that the Agency did not establish its 
allegation that there was a riot-like atmosphere in the jail as a result of Appellant's 
conduct. The tension that began that evening with her comments had been building 
for awhile due to the acquittal of George Zimmerman in a national story that bore 
strong racial overtones. The overrepresentation of African American inmates in that 
dorm also contributed to the negative atmosphere. In addition, later racial statements 
by inmates and one deputy prolonged the ill feeling. I find that these events were 
intervening causes of the atmosphere in the jail, and that their occurrence does not 
establish that Appellant's conduct resulted in actual harm to the Agency or city. 

V. Penalty determination 

"An effective discipline system is one that is fair. rational. efficient, reasonably 
consistent and transparent. reflects the mission, vision and guiding principles of the 
Denver Sheriff Department and fosters respect. trust and confidence among all 
Department personnel as well as between the Department and the community it serves." 
(Exh. 36. DSD Discipline Handbook, Policy Statement.) It must provide notice of the 
standards of conduct. as well as predictable. fair and equitable consequences for failure 
to adhere to those standards. (Exh. 36. p.1.) 

Here. the Agency decision-maker found as fact that Appellant made the racially 
inflammatory statement that she was "proud (to be white), and also found that Appellant 
was intentionally deceptive in several statements to the investigator. Those facts were 
not proven at hearing. As a result. the penalty must be re-determined based on the 
established violations. 

The Agency established that Appellant's racial comments violated CSR §§ 16-60 A 
Land R, as well as departmental rules DO 2440.1 N. RR-300.19.1 and RR-300.21.1. "Rule 
violations which are only alternate theories of addressing the some conduct should not 
operate so as to unfairly increase the penalty." (Exh. 36. p. 40.) Here. the two racial 
comments ore the factual basis for all of the above charges. Thus. the sustained 
violations should run concurrently with the most serious violation. 

Discrimination in violation of RR-300.21.1 has been assigned between a Category 
D to F. depending on its impact on the department or individual employees. Here. 
Appellant's two proven racial comments had a noticeably negative impact on Dorm B 
during the hours of 5 pm to about midnight. Her subsequent remedial conduct 
contributed to ending that negative impact and ensured that there was no lasting harm 
to any working relationships. Sgt. Moore contributed to restoring equilibrium in the dorm 
by her med·ations between inmates and one deputy, and her facilitated conversation 
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about respect with the inmates and Appellant. Given its temporary and limited impact 
on the operation of the unit. I find that it is most appropriate to assign this conduct as a 
Category C, "conduct that has a pronounced negative impact on the operations or 
professional image of the department'' or relationships therein. (Exh. 36, App. E.) The first 
violation bears a Level 3, carrying a presumptive penalty of a two-day suspension. (Exh. 
36. App. E, penalty table.) 

Next. Appellant violated RR-200.4.1 . which prohibits the making of misleading or 
inaccurate statements, a rule that may be either a Category D or E depending on the 
nature of the misstatement. Category Dis reserved for "conduct that is substantially 
contrary to the guiding principles of the deportment or that substantially interferes with its 
mission, operations or professional image". or that implicates a serious risk to public or 
employee safety. Category E "involves the serious abuse or misuse of authority. unethical 
behavior, or an act that results in an actual serious and adverse impact" on the 
department or on employee. (Exh. 36, App. E.) Since there was no evidence of an 
abuse of authority, breach of ethics or actual harm. D is the most fitting category. 
The first violation is at level 5, for which a ten-day suspension is the presumptive penalty. 

In view of the fact that Appellant's racial comments and misleading statement are 
two separate and distinct forms of conduct. the penalties for each should run 
consecutively. Therefore. the presumptive penalties for those violations total a twelve
day suspension. 

The Agency decision-maker determined that the mitigating factors present here in 
the form of Appellant's positive evaluations and lack of significant discipline should not 
reduce the presumptive penalties. She based that conclusion on her determination that 
Appellant's conduct was willful, her statements deceptive and the consequences 
presented a serious danger to the unit that evening and the next day. 

In assessing the seriousness of misconduct, a reviewer must carefully consider the 
overall effect of the misconduct on the Agency. "Harm (is) any demonstrable wrong. 
prejudice, damage, injury or negative effect/impact which arises from the violation." 
(Exh. 36. p. 31.) Harm must be both foreseeable and causally related to the conduct at 
issue. Elwell failed to consider the effect of intervening events or the passage of at least 
five hours between Appellant's statements and the "riot-like atmosphere" that was 
alleged to exist as a result of Appellant's conduct. Mostly importantly, there was no 
documentation of the basis for her disagreement with the prior findings and penalty 
conclusions mode by the CRO ofter its evaluation of the some facts, as required by the 
Section 28.5 of the Discipline Handbook. (Exh. 36, p. 34.) As noted above, the CRO 
recommended a penalty of a written reprimand for Appellant's violation of DO 2440. l N 
and RR-300.19, ofter mitigating the penalty based on Appellant's prompt apology. (Exh. 
H.) There was no also evidence presented as to why Chief Diggins withdrew his previous 
concurrence with the CRO recommendation of a written reprimand. and instead 
supported dismissal based on the some conduct. (Exh. H-6.) 

I find that the presumptive penalties should be mitigated based on several factors. 
Appellant has a positive employment history over the course of her ten years as a 
Deputy Sheriff, including 87 positive comments from inmates and supervisors. (Exhs. J, 2· 
35.) Appellant has no significant disciplinary history. Appellant promptly apologized to 
Deputy Nolan and to the inmates for her comments. In addition, during the fourteen 
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months between the incident and her termination Appellant appears to have corrected 
her behavior in that no evidence of misconduct was presented at hearing. Finally. 
Appellant proactively enrolled and completed a course in cultural awareness. (Exh. 11 .) 
The mitigated penalty for a Category C violation is a written reprimand to a one-day 
suspension. and for Category D offenses it is a four to six-day suspension. I find that a total 
suspension of six days is fair, equitable and predictable under the disciplinary matrix. 
given the totality of the evidence in this disciplinary matter. 

Based on the foregoing findings of fact and conclusions of low, the Agency's 
termination decision imposed on Sept. 26. 2014 is MOD~ED t~a six-day suspension. 

DONE February 5, 2015. . ) 
alerie McNaughtori' 

Career SeNice HealiA 

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO FILE PETITION FOR REVIEW 

You may petition the Career Service Board for review of this decision, in 
accordance with the requirements of CSR § 19-60 et seq., within fifteen calendar 
days after the date of mailing of the Hearing Officer's decision, as stated in the 
decision's certificate of delivery. See Career SeNice Rules at 
www.denverqov.org/csa. All petitions for review must be filed with the: 

Career Service Board 
c/o OHR Executive Director's Office 
201 W. Colfax Avenue. Dept. 412. 41h Floor 
Denver, CO 80202 
FAX: 720-913-5720 
EMAIL: CareerSeNiceBoardAooeals@denverqov.org 

Career Service Hearing Office 
201 W. Coif ax. 1st Floor 

• Denver. CO 80202 
FAX: 720-913-5995 
EMAIL: CSAHear nqs@denverqov.org. 

AND opposing parties or their representatives, if any. 
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